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teacher's conscious object is to add to the working vocabulary,
in cursory reading to add to the reading vocabidary so that
the power of reading English may rapidly expand.
Character of the l Cursory Reader'
We have now the data which determine the character
of the cursory reader. It is more important than in the-
case of the intensive reader that the matter should be-
interesting to the pupil, for one object is to interest him
in reading English books. Short passages should there-
fore be seldom chosen, but those pithy or entertaining ;.
for it is the habit of continuous reading that we wish to
develop, and interest accumulates in a continuous story
where the reader carries on to the next chapter the excite-
ment or interest of his previous reading. A good story
with plenty of incident is suitable to begin with, varied.
with narratives of travel or explanation, accounts of
momentous discoveries or inventions, descriptions (with
graphic illustrations) of scenes or ways of life in other
lands. The books should be short enough to admit of
several being read through in each of the last three years
of the high school course, for variety of matter and
language is also needful.
In India unfortunately it is difficult to obtain suitable
varied reading matter. For of books suitable to English
children in England, since the Indian pupil inevitably
knows less English than his English compeer, the langu-
age will be easy enough for him only where the matter
is too young for his age ; while if the matter is suitable-
the language is too difficult. This compels a resort to
books specially written for Indian pupils, or to English
books especially adapted. The former, however, scarcely
exist, and so far the adaptations of the latter have been
more by way of abridgment than by a simplification of the
language to the prospective reader's level. The vital-
mistake is frequently made of preserving the language
of the original on the ground that to alter it is to spoil
it as literature. This may be true, but to avoid simpli-
fication on this ground is to miss the points that—
1*   What we are out to teach at the school stage is-
not literature but language, and

